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Summary

Perihilar cholangiocarcinoma (pCC, also known as a Klatskin tumor) is the most common
type of cholangiocarcinoma (CC). Preoperative biliary drainage (PBD) is indicated for pCC
patients with acute cholangitis or patients who need portal vein embolization (PVE). However,
the routine performance of PBD in other patients with pCC is still controversial. The current
study retrospectively examined patients with pCC who did not undergo PVE and who did not
have cholangitis who were seen at this Hospital to assess the advantages and disadvantages
of PBD. This study also sought to find an optimal value of total bilirubin (TB) to indicate
performing PBD. Between 2009 and 2014, after excluding patients with acute cholangitis and
PVE, patients who had undergone hepatectomy for pCC were enrolled in this study. First, the
surgical outcomes and postoperative outcomes were compared between PBD group and direct
surgery group. Second, ROC curve analysis of a subgroup of patients was performed to find
the best cut off value of TB for indicating the PBD. Third, the costs for patients, including the
total charges and the charges per day were compared between the two groups. Subjects were
218 patients in total. Fifty-five patients underwent PBD. This group had a longer operative
time [390 (210-700) vs. 360 (105-730) min, p = 0.013], and a longer hospital stay [20 (9-48) vs.
17 (6-93) days, p = 0.007], but underwent vascular resection and reconstruction less often [8
(14.5%) vs. 50 (30.7%), p = 0.019]. Mortality and morbidity were comparable between the
two groups. ROC curve analysis of a subgroup of patients indicated that the cut-off value for
total bilirubin was 218.75 μmol/L (12.4 mg/dL). The total hospital charges and the charges
per day did not differ significantly for the two groups. Disadvantages of PBD were a longer
operating time and a longer duration of hospitalization, but the short-term surgical outcomes
and hospital charges of PBD group were comparable to the direct surgery group. PBD should
be considered for patients when the diagnosis is still suspicious of pCC. Based on the current
data, the optimal cut-off value for preoperative TB was 218.75 μmol/L (12.4 mg/dL) to
indicate PBD for patients with pCC.
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cost

1. Introduction
Perihilar cholangiocarcinoma (also known as a Klatskin
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tumor) is the most common type of cholangiocarcinoma
(CC). Perihilar cholangiocarcinoma (pCC) is defined as
CC located in the extrahepatic bile duct and involving
the confluence of the left and right main hepatic ducts
(1). At present, the only potential curative treatment
for pCC is surgical resection. In order to achieve an R0
resection (negative margins), a major hepatectomy, in a
form such as a right or left trisegmentectomy, must be
performed (2). Moreover, patients with pCC are known
to have obstructive jaundice. Given this fact, patients
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have higher postoperative morbidity and mortality rates
due to hepatic insufficiency and infections (3).
Preoperative biliary drainage (PBD) and portal
vein embolization (PVE) are used for preoperative
optimization of the liver. PBD is performed to prevent
cholestasis-associated toxicities and PVE is performed
to improve regeneration of a small future remnant liver
(FLR) (4). According to current evidence and guidelines
regarding pCC, biliary drainage is definitely indicated
for a patient with pCC and acute cholangitis, but the
routine performance of biliary drainage is controversial
(5). In addition, PBD is recommended for patients who
are eligible for PVE (6).
A meta-analysis has indicated that PBD provided
no advantage when treating a tumor causing obstructive
jaundice (7). Therefore, whether PBD should be
undergone by patients without acute cholangitis and
who do not need PVE is still controversial. Moreover,
surgeons usually choose to perform PBD depending on
the level of total bilirubin (TB), but few studies have
examined an appropriate value for TB to indicate the
need for PBD.
The current study retrospectively examined patients
with pCC who did not undergo PVE and who did not
have cholangitis who were seen at this Hospital to assess
the advantages and disadvantages of PBD. This study
also sought to determine an optimal value for TB to
indicate the need for PBD.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Patients
Potential subjects were patients had undergone
hepatectomy for pCC between 2009 and 2014 at a
tertiary care facility (Department of Bile Duct/Pancreat/
Liver Surgery, West China Hospital, Sichuan University,
China). Patients with acute cholangitis and patients who
underwent PVE were excluded, resulting in 218 patients
in total. The clinical records of these patients were
retrospectively reviewed using the Hospital's database.
pCC was confirmed based on pathological findings
in all patients. Fifty-five patients underwent PBD and
the remaining 163 patients directly underwent surgery.
Patients who died or who hadserious complications
(Dindo-ClavienIII-IV) causing hospitalization forover
30 days were excluded to identify a subgroup of patients
with a good prognosis postoperatively (n = 184). A
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis
of this subgroup of patients was performed. In general,
patients were routinely followed for 90 days to analyze
the 90-day mortality and morbidity.
2.2. Study design
This study was divided into three parts. First, the
outcomes of patients who underwent PBD and those

who did not were compared to assess the advantages
and disadvantages of PBD. Second, ROC curve analysis
of a subgroup of patients was performed to find the
optimal value for TB to indicate PBD. Third, the cost
for patients, including the total charges and the charges
per day, were compared for patients who underwent
PBD and patients who did not.
2.3. Definitions
PBD was defined as insertion of a biliary drain
for percutaneous transhepatic drainage (PTBD) or
endoscopic biliary drainage (EBD). Patients underwent
surgery one week after PBD, and patients who directly
underwent surgery usually did so two weeks after
they were diagnosed with pCC. The Bismuth-Corlette
classification was used to gauge the extent of pCC (8).
The American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA)
Physical Status classification system was used to
evaluate a patient's physical state before undergoing
surgery. Bilirubin levels were measured in units of μmol/
L (1mg/dL = 17.1μmol/L). Postoperative mortality was
defined as any death occurring within 90 days of surgery.
R0 resection was considered curative treatment when
the resection margin was free of the tumor according
tomicroscopy. Postoperative morbidity included
grade I to IV complications according to the DindoClavienclassification (9). Tumors were identified a massforming, periductal-infiltrating, and intraductal-growing
types based on the classification proposed by the Liver
Cancer Study Group of Japan (10).
The surgical procedure depended on the location
of the tumor. Generally, a right/left hepatectomy with
caudate resection, lymph node dissection, common
bile duct resection, and Roux-en-Y biliary-enteric
anastomosis was performed. Simple extrahepatic bile
duct resection was performed only for patients with
Bismuth-Corlette type I pCC. The initial rationale for
surgery was to achieve an R0 resection. The total cost
for patients included the hospital basic fee and the
cost of medications, surgery, and anesthesia. In China,
National Health Insurance covers most of the costs, but
costs for some surgical instruments are borne by patients
themselves.
2.4. Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (version
19.0, SPSS Inc. Chicago, IL, USA). Continuous variables
with a normal distribution were expressed as the
mean± standard deviation (SD) and compared using an
independent Student's t test. Other continuous variables
were expressed as the median (range) and compared
using the Mann-Whitney U test. Categorical data were
expressed as the number (percentage) and compared
using a chi-square or Fisher's exact test as appropriate.
ROC curve analysis was used in the subgroup with a
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good prognosis to determine the best cut-off value for
TB to indicate the need for PBD. Sensitivity, specificity,
positive predictive values (PPV), and negative predictive
values (NPV) were calculated for the cut-off point. A p
value < 0.05 was deemed to be significant.
3. Results
3.1. PBD versus direct surgery
The flowchart in Figure 1 shows how patients were
selected. Patients with acute cholangitis and who
underwent PVE were excluded, resulting in a total of
218 patients. Fifty-five patients underwent PBD before
surgery and 163 patients directly underwent surgery.
The demographic and clinical characteristics of the two
groups are shown in Table 1. There were no significant
differences between PBD group and direct surgery group
in terms of age, gender, BMI, smoking, infection with
the hepatitis B virus, Bismuth-Corlette classification,
or ASA physical status score. In regard to preoperative
laboratory data, Aspartate transaminase (AST) levels in

the two groups were similar. The PBD group had higher
levels of total bilirubin before PBD [281.1 (8.2-565.4) vs.
161.0 (8.4-455.6), p = 0.000] and lower levels of Alanine
aminotransferase (ALT) [81 (13-383) vs. 113 (13-765), p
= 0.032]. And the direct surgery group had lower levels
of albumin (ALB) [35.7 (28.1-50.1) vs. 37.7 (22.2-71.0),
p = 0.029]. Importantly, after patients underwent PBD,
the total bilirubin (TB) level one day before surgery did
not differ significantly between the two groups [140.9
(7.2-497.4) vs. 161.0 (8.4-455.6), p = 0.467].
The surgical and postoperative outcomes are shown
in Table 2. The PBD group associated with longer
operative time [390 (210-700) vs. 360 (105-730) min, p =
0.013] and hospital stay [20 (9-48) vs. 17 (6-93) days, p =
0.007]. Although there were no deaths in the PBD group,
mortality did not differ significantly between the two
groups [0 (0%) vs. 7 (4.3%), p = 0.263]. Morbidity was
higher in the PBD group but did not differ significantly
from that in the other group. Interestingly, fewer patients
in the PBD group underwent vascular resection and
reconstruction in comparison to the direct surgery group
[8 patients (14.5%) vs. 50 (30.7%), p = 0.019]. Total

Figure 1. Flowchart of the included participants. PVE, portal vein embolization.
Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics
Variables
Age (years)
Gender (male/female)
BMI
Smoking
HBV infection
Bismuth-Corlette classification
I/ II/ IIIA/ IIIB/ IV
ASA physical status score
I/II/III/IV/V
ALB (g/L)
ALT (U/L)
AST (U/L)
T-Bil before PBD (μmol/L)
T-Bil after PBD (μmol/L)

PBD (n = 55)

Direct surgery (n =163)

p value

59 ± 11
30/25
21.8 ± 5.9
20 (36.4%)
5 (9.1%)

60 ± 9
74/89
22.5 ± 6.8
65 (39.9%)
9 (5.5%)

0.349
0.240
0.519
0.644
0.538

9/13/10/8/5

24/28/24/42/45

0.469

2/26/26/0/1
35.7 (28.1-50.1)
81 (13-383)
74 (24-255)
281.1 (8.2-565.4)
140.9 (7.2-497.4)

1/83/78/0/1
37.7 (22.2-71.0)
113 (13-765)
89 (14-836)
161.0 (8.4-455.6)
161.0 (8.4-455.6)

0.189
0.029
0.032
0.114
0.000
0.467

Age and BMI are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation; other variables are expressed as the number (%) or median (range). PBD,
preoperative biliary drainage; ALB, albumin; ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate transaminase; T-Bil, total bilirubin.
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Table 2. Surgical and postoperative outcomes
Variables
Surgical procedure, n (%)
Right or extended right hepatectomy
Left or extended left hepatectomy
Simple bile duct resection
Operative time, min
Operative bloody loss, ml
Transfusion
Vascular reconstruction
Morbidity Dindo-Clavien
Total
Grade I and II, n (%)
Grade III and IV, n (%)
Mortality
Second laparotomy
Tumor size, cm
Surgical margin
R0/R1/R2
Tumor type
Periductal-infiltrating/ mass-forming/intraductalgrowing
T-Bil (μmol/L)
POD 3
POD 7
ALT (U/L)
POD 3
POD 7
AST (U/L)
POD 3
POD 7
ALB (g/L)
POD 3
POD 7
Total hospital stay

PBD (n = 55)

Direct surgery (n =163)

p value

29 (52.7%)
17 (30.9%)
9 (16.4%)
390 (210-700)
500 (100-2000)
26 (47.3%)
8 (14.5%)

71 (43.6%)
68 (41.7%)
24 (14.7%)
360 (105-730)
500 (50-3000)
57 (35.0%)
50 (30.7%)

0.238
0.155
0.769
0.013
0.324
0.104
0.019

26 (47.2%)
13 (23.6%)
13 (23.6%)
0 (0.0%)
1 (1.8%)
2.9 (1.0-6.0)

56 (34.4%)
35 (21.5%)
21 (12.9%)
7 (4.3%)
10 (6.1%)
3.0 (0.8-8.0)

0.087
0.738
0.057
0.263
0.364
0.987

42 (76.4%)

125 (76.6%)

0.961

39/11/5

101/44/18

0.482

180.6 (17.0-540.8)
106.5 (7.0-601.1)

120.2 (6.2-461.0)
75.4 (8.6-299.6)

0.000
0.004

160 (17-5524)
70 (12-336)

187 (21-1753)
67 (8-1576)

0.235
0.843

102 (24-24804)
55 (29-394)

118 (23-4528)
47 (14-1591)

0.646
0.382

29.1 (21.3-38.3)
31.0 (21.2-86.0)
20 (9-48)

29.8 (20.0-163.0)
32.8 (20.1-67.0)
17 (6-93)

0.355
0.031
0.007

T-Bil, ALT, AST, and ALB levels for 7 patients who died were excluded. POD, postoperative day.

procedure, operative blood loss, number of transfusions
needed, whether a second laparotomy was performed,
tumor size, R0 resection, tumor type, and AST and ALT
levels on POD 1 and 7 were similar for the two groups.
The current findings revealed that the PBD group
and the direct surgery group had nearly the same
postoperative outcomes. Patients in the PBD group
had a longer operating time and longer duration of
hospitalization but underwent vascular resection and
reconstruction less often. There were no deaths in the
group that underwent PBD, but mortality did not differ
significantly from the other group according to the
current findings.
3.2. ROCcurve analysis
Figure 2. Results of ROC curve analysis of preoperative
total bilirubin to predict the need for preoperative biliary
drainage in a subgroup of patients. Cut-off value: 218.75
μmol/L; ROC area: 0.780; 95%CI: 0.699-0.862; Sensitivity (%):
70.5; Specificity (%): 72.1; PPV (%):44.3; NPV (%): 88.6.

bilirubin was higher on POD 1 and POD 3 in the PBD
group, and ALB was lower on POD 7. The surgical

ROC curve analysis of a subgroup of patients was
performed. In order to find the optimal reference value
of TB to indicate the need for PBD, patients who died
and patients who had major complications that caused
hospitalization for over 30 days were excluded. This
subgroup of patients had a good prognosis and they can
be regarded as right and standard choice of performing
PBD on pCC patients. This subgroup consisted of 184
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Table 3. Financial outcomes in the PBD and direct surgery groups
Variables
Total charge for the treatment
RMB
(US$)
Charge per day
RMB
(US$)

PBD (n = 55)

Direct surgery (n =163)

p value

93,946 ± 40,198
(14,270 ± 6,106)

84,223 ± 56,759
(12793 ± 8,621)

0.588

4,096 ± 1,526
(622 ± 231)

4,738 ± 2,082
(719 ± 316)

0.331

Cost was calculated based on an exchange rate of 6.6 RMB to 1US dollar and is expressed as the mean ± standard deviation.RMB is the Ren Min
Bi, or the official currency of the People's Republic of China.

patients. Results of ROC curve analysis are shown
in Figure 2. The cut-offvalue for total bilirubin was
218.75μmol/L, with a sensitivity of 70.5%, a specificity
of 72.1 %, a PPV of 44.3 %, and an NPV of 88.6 % in
terms of predicting whether PBD was needed. The area
under the ROC curve was 0.78. Based on the current
findings, preoperative TB of 218.75 μmol/L (12.4
mg/dL) was an optimal reference point for deciding
whether patients needed to undergo PBD.
3.3. Comparison of charge
The total charges and charges per day were shown in
Table 3. The exchange rate was 6.6 RenMinBi (RMB,
the official currency of the People's Republic of China)
to 1 US dollar. The mean of total charges was higher
in PBD group, but the mean total cost did not differ
significantly between the two groups (14,270 ± 6,106
US$ vs. 12,793 ± 8,621 US$, p = 0.588). Similarly, the
cost per day did not differ significantly between the two
groups (622 ± 231$ vs. 719 ± 316$, p = 0.331).
4. Discussion
Currently, the clear consensusis that PBD is indicated
for patients with cholangitis, hyperbilirubinemiainduced malnutrition, hepatic insufficiency, or renal
insufficiency and patients undergoing preoperative
anti-neoplastic therapy or PVE (11). The routine
performance of PBD in other patients with pCC is
still controversial. The current study focused on those
patients. Surgical outcomes and hospital costs were
compared for patients who underwent PBD and patients
who did not, and ROC curve analysis was performed
to find an optimal cut-off value for preoperative TB to
indicate the need for PBD.
The current results indicated that the short-term
surgical and postoperative outcomes of the group that
directly underwent surgery were comparable to those of
the group that underwent PBD. This finding is consistent
with the results of previous studies and meta-analyses
(12-14). Several studies have found that PBD increased
the risk of postoperative complications and infections
(15-17), but our data did not demonstrate this. In the
current study, the disadvantages of PBD were a longer

operating time and longer duration of hospitalization.
However, the total cost of hospitalization for patients
in PBD group did not increase. Although the current
study noted no advantages of PBD in terms of shortterm surgical outcomes, attention must be paid
to the potential advantages of PBD when treating
patients with pCC. Nimura et al. noted that selective
cholangiography through PTBD and/or ENBD allows
precise preoperative staging of the disease (18).In
addition, ERCP/ENBD can delineate the anatomy
of the biliary system, determine the extent of bile
duct involvement, and allow correct differentiation
of malignant from benign lesions through cytology
by brushings and biopsy, which are important in
determining respectability and surgical management
(19).These advantages cannot be ignored. Benign bile
duct diseases are needed be excluded during the process
of diagnosis, such as hepatolithiasis (20).Thus when
the suspicion remains for pCC, the PBD should be
indicated due to the reasons mentioned above. Although
the mortality rate was comparable between the two
groups in the current study, no death was found in PBD
group. Probably because of after performing PBD, some
patients were found out that the tumor was unresectable
and part of patients' liver function worsened before
surgery was planned. Those patients were ultimately
not eligible for surgery and did not undergo surgery.
In addition, patients underwent PBD possess more
time to evaluate the tumor, and a small part of tumors
are progressing before surgery resulting in selecting
other treatment. Regarding to vascular resection and
reconstruction, a Belghiti's group showed that PBD
increased the percentage of resectablitiy (21). The rate
of vascular resection and reconstruction in PBD group
was higher in their study, but in our study the rate
was lower. In our center, as the value of resection and
reconstruction of portal vein or hepatic artery (stage IV,
AJCC 7th staging system) is still controversial (22), so
some of those patients at the current authors' Hospital
wished to undergo chemotherapy rather than surgery for
financial reasons. In addition, staging was more precise
in the PBD group resulting in more patients with stage
IV cancer were detected and ruled out in this study.
This could explain the lower rate of vascular resection
and reconstruction in the current study.
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Among patients with obstructive jaundice, PBD
is the best way to reduce the bilirubin level to reverse
cholestasis-associated liver dysfunction and impaired
hepatic regeneration (23). However, there are no
guidelines or indications regarding the level of bilirubin
that warrants a patient undergoing PBD.A ROC curve
was used in the current study to find the cut-off value
for TB to indicate PBD. The classifier result should
be a real value, so we excluded the patients underwent
bad prognosis (death or heavy complications caused
hospital stay over 30 days), and the remaining patients
all had a good prognosis, and the cut-off value for TB
in those patients can be regarded as a correct/real value.
The cut-off value for preoperative TB was 218.75
μmol/L (12.4 mg/dL) based on the current findings. Su
et al. reported that preoperative PTBD is advisable for
pCC with severe jaundice(> 10 mg/dL) (24). The cutoff value for TB in the current study was very close to
the value reported by Su et al. A subgroup of patients
with a TB level over 218.75 μmol/L was also analyzed
in terms of those who underwent PBD and those that
directly underwent surgery, but the outcomes for those
patients were consistent with the outcomes for patients
as a whole. Therefore, this cut off value of TB did not
show any clinical benefit. We just emphasized that
this point of value could be the best reference point to
indicate the PBD based on our data. In the future, more
clinical data need to be assembled and randomized
controlled trials need to be conducted to resolve the
controversy regarding PBD.
The current study had several limitations. First,
incomplete data precluded the comparison of the two
groups in terms of long-term outcomes and survival
rates. Second, this study was retrospective, so selection
bias potentially occurred and the study involved a small
sample. Third, patient insurance differs widely among
regions of China, so data on actual expenses could not
be obtained. Only data on the total cost according to the
hospital was available.
5. Conclusion
PBD has several advantages and disadvantages. In
patients who did not undergo PVE and who did not have
cholangitis, those that underwent PBD had comparable
short-term outcomes to those that directly underwent
surgery. When the diagnosis is still suspicious of pCC,
PBD should be performed for the patients. The total
hospital charges and charges per day were similar for
the two groups. Based on our data, the optimal cut-off
value for preoperative TB was 218.75 μmol/L (12.4
mg/dL) to indicate the need for PBD in patients with
pCC. These findings may offer some clues for further
study. More RCTs and large-scale studies need to be
conducted to resolve the controversy concerning PBD.
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